I thought of calling this piece “The Perils of Piran”, or “Vexillological Vexations”. However, I have decided on “Cornwall – The Mysteries of St Piran”!

Cornwall’s flag, the flag of St Piran, is a plain white cross on a black field.

Others have forgotten those days. And those who are neither dead nor forgetful believe that I know everything about the flag that they do – but I don’t!

So, there is my difficulty in getting this history together. But, as well as dealing with fact, vexillologists need also pay attention to theories, inventions, myths, legends, misidentifications, misattributions and mistakes concerning the flags they study.

There are many of these – because the facts about the Cornish flag are few.

It almost seems necessary to invent a new science – paravexillology – to accommodate them!

I am briefly going to look at three areas where I feel it is necessary to record such “mysteries” and finish with two brief case-studies to show what we have to put up with.

The three areas are:
1. Creation Myths,
2. Misidentifications and
3. Misattributions.

Possibly what links these three together is patriotic wishful thinking.

Origin

The first time that we know of anyone writing about St Piran’s flag was in 1835.

Davies Gilbert (1767-1839), towards the end of his life, finally got round to editing the histories collected by two previous writers Hals and Tonkin. He added some statistical and geological details and a few notes of his own for each of the over 200 Cornish parishes.

He was writing about the parish of Perranzabuloe (St Piran in the Sands) in 1835 – he gives the date in his book – which was published in 1938.

Here we find the first know reference to St Piran’s flag: “A white cross on a black ground was formerly the banner of St Perran and the Standard of Cornwall; probably with some allusion to the black ore and the white metal of tin”.

But where did he get his information from? He gives no references and apparently has left nothing behind in his papers to help us. I am not the only one who has looked. What happened to the notes he made while compiling his History? I believe there were no notes. He says in his preface that as well as editing Hals & Tonkin’s work he added “under each parish, such matters as happened to occur to my recollection”. 
At the time he wrote about Perranzabuloe, St Piran’s 9th/10th Century Oratory was once again uncovered by the shifting sands. It is possible that that event was what brought the banner back to his memory.

Clearly he and other nineteenth century writers believed it to be a thing of antiquity.

In the absence of a known origin, theories are rife. Here are a few, without comment:

1. Invented by Davies Gilbert himself 2 3 4.
2. A modern invention 5.
3. Invented by the great Cornish language scholar R Morton Nance (1873-1959) 6.
4. Invented by Helena Charles one of the founders of the nationalist party Mebyon Kernow who did much to popularize the flag in the 1950s 7 8.
5. St Piran made a fire which melted tin in the rocks. He made a cross of the tin which became the basis of his banner 9.
6. Based on the arms of the Earl of Cornwall or the later Duchy of Cornwall 10.
7. Based on the many black and white family arms in Cornwall 10.
8. Linked to the Breton black cross (Ar Groaz Du) – because of the colours 11 12 13 14.
9. Linked to a Breton Admiralty flag – for the same reason 15.
10. Derived from St George’s flag and given Cornish colours 16.
11. Linked with the black and white livery of the Knights of St John 17.
12. Originally derived from the Banner of Victory 18.

Misidentifications

If the Cornish flag had a recognizable emblem on it – say a Cornish pasty! – there would be no difficulty in spotting it in old photographs and even paintings.

Because it is such a commendably simple design, patriotic wishful thinking sees it flying in black and white photographs where it may not be. Many times such ‘discoveries’ are brought to my notice. Here are a few candidates of flags misidentified as St Piran’s – some more obvious than others.

1. Denmark – white Scandinavian cross on red.
2. Signal flag ‘R’ – yellow cross on red square.
4. Isles of Scilly Steamship Co house flag – white cross on blue with red letters I S S Co in the cantons.
5. Italy – a version with the Savoy Arms draped over a wall seen as St Piran draped over a white wall!

Misattributions

From time to time assertions are made of the flag flying before its first known reference – Davies Gilbert 1838. I take this as due to:

1. patriotic wishful thinking, or
2. artistic licence, or
3. just plain mistakes.

Again a few examples, working back into the past:

1. 1737 Queen Charlotte’s funeral – misinterpretation of reference to the Duchy Arms in an old newspaper.
2. 1694 Queen Mary II’s funeral – the same source.
3. 1690 The Battle of the Boyne.
4. 1642/51 English Civil War – recreationists like the Society of the Sealed Knot use banners based on St Piran’s flag.
5. 1549 Prayerbook Rebellion in Cornwall – artists producing work for commemorations show St Piran’s flag.
6. 1497 An Gof Rebellion in Cornwall – same thing. One writer identified St Piran’s flag in the words “they do paynt the Image of a cross in a rag with the words ‘Hoc Signo Vinces’” 20.
7. 1415 the Battle of Agincourt.
8. 1346 the Battle of Crécy.
9. 312 the Battle of Milvian Bridge. This is the most flamboyant of wishful thinking – “On the eve of the battle of the Milvian Bridge [Constantine the Great] had a vision of a white cross on a black ground... Hence Constantine’s Cross is claimed as the origin of the Crows Wyn or St Piran’s Cross.” A spectacular theory only spoiled by the fact that, as I believe, Constantine saw a sign of the Chi-Rho not the cross!

Finally I want to close with two anecdotes or object lessons. The first shows how a passing suggestion can be brought into serious print.

I mentioned before the allegation that Helena Charles invented the flag. This was stated recently in a letter to the West Briton newspaper: “The so-called Cornish or St Piran’s flag is neither Cornish nor St Piran’s. It was seen by Helena Charles being used in German mines as a warning of explosives and she brought it back for similar use in Cornish mines.”

I couldn’t resist sending an answering letter: “Would you wave a black flag in a coalmine to warn of danger? Even with the lights on?” and challenged the writer to supply his evidence – none came.

Subsequently, in an article in a journal devoted to Cornish language studies, referring to the flag, I read “It has been suggested by some that a white cross on a black ground was used as a warning before blasting in German mines.” However the writer continues: “There are many links between the mining industries of Germany and
Cornwall, but that a predominantly black flag waved in the cramped and dark conditions underground appears fanciful to say the least”. So why mention it?  

I finish with what appears to me to be the sanctification of a myth.  

In 1969 the so-called “Falmouth Incident” occurred. A petty government official demanded that a pleasure boat skipper “get that load of rubbish down” – referring to the St Piran’s flag he had been flying for weeks during the summer holiday season.  

This insult to the national flag caused a good deal of resentment. The ensuing publicity led to correspondence between Cornwall and both William Crampton of the Flag Institute and Whitney Smith of the Flag Research Center.  

A Cornish nationalist councillor wrote a long letter on the flag to William Crampton giving much valuable information. He also asserted, giving an *Encyclopaedia Britannica* article on Cornish wrestling as his source, that the St Piran’s flag flew at Agincourt with Henry V.  

A banner said to have flown at Agincourt is known only from the poet John Drayton in the line “two wrestlers the Cornish had for theirs”.  

The *Encyclopaedia Britannica* article referred to a banner flown at Agincourt which is still used by the Cornish Wrestling Association today.  

The Cornish Wrestling Association banner is gold with the black outline of two wrestlers in a hitch and the mottoes Kernow Bys Vykken “Cornwall for Ever” and Gwary Wbeg yu Gwary Teg “Fair play is good play”.  

The Councillor’s information was given in good faith, and has been used in Vexillological material ever since.  

Its latest manifestation being “The Cornish flag is black with the white cross of St Piran, patron saint of Cornwall, and dates back to the beginning of the 15th century” – *The World Encyclopedia of Flags*  

These are the mysteries, perils and vexations of Baneronieth Kernewek – Cornish vexillology.  

10. See 4 above  
15. See 11 and 13 above.  
16. See 4 above.  
20. See 7 above.  